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Abstract 
Kuwada, M., Analysis of variance of balanced fractional factorial designs, Discrete Mathematics 116 
(1993) 335-366. 
This paper surveys the analysis of variance (ANOVA) of balanced fractional factorial designs 
derived from balanced arrays. Attention is focused on ANOVA obtained by use of the algebraic 
structure of the triangular multidimensional partially balanced association scheme and the multi- 
dimensional relationship. 
1. Introduction 
The analysis of variance (ANOVA) is a statistical technique for analyzing measure- 
ments, which depend on several kinds of effects operating simultaneously, to decide 
which kinds of effects are important and to estimate these effects. The term ‘ANOVA 
in statistics was introduced by Fisher [S-7]. The ANOVA of balanced fractional 2” 
factorial (2”‘-BFF) designs of odd and even resolution and 3”-BFF designs of resolu- 
tion V has been studied by Kuwada [16-191. The ANOVA and the testing hypothe- 
ses of various designs have been considered by many researchers (e.g., Scheffk [22], 
and Seber [24]). 
As a generalization of an orthogonal array, the concept of a balanced array 
(B-array) was first introduced by Chakravarti [3] as a partially balanced array. It was 
later called a ‘balanced array’ in Srivastava and Chopra [31] since it is a generaliz- 
ation of a BIB design rather than a PBIB design. Under some conditions, a B-array of 
strength t, size N, with m constraints, s levels and index set {pi,i,...i,_l }, written 
BA(N, m, s, t; {pi,i, . ..i._, }) for brevity, gives an s”-BFF design (e.g., Kuwada and/or 
Nishii [13,20], Srivastava [29], and Yamamoto, Shirakura and Kuwada [34]). 
Correspondence 
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A BFF design has been studied by Hoke [9, lo], Kuwada and/or Nishii 
[12,14,15,21], Shirakura and/or Kuwada [25-281, Srivastava and Ariyaratna [30], 
Srivastava and/or Chopra [29,31-331, Yamamoto, Shirakura and Kuwada [35], and 
so on. 
This paper surveys the ANOVA of 2”-BFF designs of odd and even resolution and 
3”-BFF designs of resolution V and IV. The focus is on ANOVA obtained by using 
the algebraic structure of a triangular multidimensional partially balanced (TMDPB) 
association scheme and a multidimensional relationship (MDR). The concept of the 
MDPB association scheme was introduced by Bose and Srivastava [2] as a generaliz- 
ation of an ordinary association scheme, and the MDR is regarded as a generalization 
of a relationship which was first introduced by James [ 1 l] in an experimental design. 
In Section 3, we consider the cases of 2”-BFF designs of resolution 21+ 1 and 21. 
Section 4 gives the ANOVA of 3”-BFF designs of resolution V and IT/ using the MDR 
and its algebra. In Sections 3 and 4, we consider the ANOVA from the algebraic point 
of view, i.e., the decomposition of an N-dimensional vector space. Section 5 presents 
three unsolved problems regarding the ANOVA of a BFF design. 
2. Preliminaries 
The ANOVA is a standard technique for handling the data (or observations) in an 
experiment. In various cases of the ANOVA, the total sum of squares (SS) is 
partitioned into a sum of other SS’s. This corresponds to a decomposition of the 
identity matrix in matrix theory. The following are well-known results ([S]). 
Lemma 2.1. Let Ai (1 <i< k) be real and symmetric matrices of order n such that 
I, =I:= 1 Ai and rank(Ai)=ri, where I, is the identity matrix of order p. Then the 
following are equivalent: 
(1) Cl= 1 ri=C 
(2) Af=Ai for lbidk, 
(3) AiAjz0n.n for i#j, 
where 0, X 4 is the p x q matrix of zeros. 
Lemma 2.1 yields the following immediately. 
Theorem 2.1 (Cochran’s Theorem). Let y be an n x 1 random vector distributed as 
Jf(O,, cr21,), where O,=OPX 1, and suppose Ai (1 < i < k) are real and symmetric matrices 
of order n such that C:= 1 Ai = I, and rank (Ai) = rt. Then the quadratic forms y’A,y have 
independent x2 distributions with ri degrees offreedom tfand only if CT= 1 ri = n, where A’ 
denotes the transpose of the matrix A. 
Note that in matrix notation, Cochran’s theorem may be written as follows: Let Ai 
(16 i < k) be matrices as in Lemma 2.1. Then a necessary and sufficient condition for 
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ALAR= dijAi, i.e., Ai being orthogonal projections, is that Cl= 1 ri=n, where Bar, denotes 
Kronecker’s delta. 
3. ANOVA of 2”-BFF designs 
3.1. 2”-BFF designs of resolution 21+ 1 
Consider a fractional 2” factorial (2m-FF) experiment, where m 24. Let T be 
a fraction with N assemblies (or treatment combinations). Then T can be expressed as 
a (0, 1)-matrix of size N x m, whose rows denote the assemblies. We shall consider the 
situation in which (I+ l)-factor and higher order interactions are assumed to be 
negligible, where 21 <m. Then the linear model is given by 
y(T)=E,O+e*, (3.1) 
where y(T) is a vector of N observations, ET is the design matrix of size N x vl, 
@‘=({&,}; {e,};. . . ; {&,...,,I), an d eT is an error vector distributed as JV”(O~, CT’~~). 
Here vI = 1 +( y ) + ... + (11) and N > vr. The normal equation for estimating 0 is given 
by MT 6 = E$y(T), where MT = E$ET is called the information matrix of order vi. If 
MT is nonsingular, the BLUE of 0 and its variance-covariance matrix are given by 
6= MT1 E$y(T) and Var[o] =crZMF1, respectively. 
A relation between a 2”-BFF design and a B-array was obtained by Yamamoto, 
Shirakura and Kuwada [34] as follows. 
Proposition 3.1. A necessary and su#icient condition for a 2”-FF design T of resolution 
21+ 1 to be balanced is that T is a BA(N, m, 2,21; {pi, }), where pi, = pi,i,, provided the 
information matrix MT is nonsingular. 
Using the properties of the TMDPB association scheme and its algebra, the 
information matrix MT of T, being a BA(N, m, 2,21; {pi}). is isomorphic to III+” 11 
(= K,, say) of order (1 -B + 1) with multiplicities (7) -(s!! 1) ( = c#I~, say), where 
P+u 
K~“=K;;‘U= 1 Z;{+UJ+“)y”_-u+2a for O<u<u<l-/I and O</?<l, (3.2) 
a=0 
(%N= i (_l)“_b 
Zba 
b=O 
(U;B)( d)( m-u;P+b) 
X{ (“I_“u”)( ~~~)~“/( ‘-L+,> for u<u, 
yi=2 &)JJ 
( i)(jyLip) 
fij for OGiG21 
j=O p=O 
(3.3) 
(see [34,35]). Thus we can easily prove the following (see [35]). 
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Proposition 3.2. Let T be a BA(N, m, 2,21; {pi }). Th e in ormation matrix MT is nonsin- f
gular, i.e., T is of resolution 21+ 1, if and only ifevery K, is positive dejinite for 0 < /3 < 1. 
Proposition 3.2 will be used to obtain the 
section. 
3.2. Structure of TMDPB association algebras 
bases of some algebra in the next 
Now we consider a 2”-BFF design of resolution 21+ 1 derived from 
a BA(N, m, 2,21; {pi}), where N > vl. Let 
F~“=E,&.“‘” E’ ” for /?<u,v<l and O<p<l, (3.4) 
where Ek (0 <k < 1) are N x (F) submatrices of ET corresponding to ( {dtl...,,}) (= O;, 
say), i.e., ET=[Eo; E,; . . . ; E,], 
(3.5) 
(see [28,35]). Here At*“” s are (E) x (r) local association matrices of the 
TMDPB association scheme (e.g., [34,35]). Some properties of A!,“)# (/?<u, v<l, 
O<fi<l) are 
(f)’ 
p=o 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
A’“, W) # 
P 
Al”.“‘# _j&%@#, (3.8) 
rank (A$‘,“‘#)= c#J~, 
where G, X 4 is the p x q matrix with all unity. It holds that 
(3.9) 
min (i, j) 
(e.g., [35]). Hence from (3.4) and (3.8), we get 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
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where I$+“’ s are given by (3.2). Thus by (3.1 l), the left regular representations of the 
algebra [F:“Ip<u,udE, O<g<i] (=&, say) are given by 
F;;‘“F~=F~(Il_a+I 0 H;f’“j for P<u,vdf and O<@,<& 
where Fb=(Fi5B, Fi+lSp, . . . . Fk”, . . . . Fi’), H 7”‘s are of order (I-p+ l), and A @B 
denotes the Kronecker product. Here the (a, b)-elements, /~;“(a, b), say, of H 2” are 
given by 
if a=u-P, 
otherwise. 
(3.12) 
Letting d, = [F ;;‘” 1 /J < u, u d 11 for 0 d/I < 1, Kuwada [ 193 has proved the following. 
Theorem 3.1. (i) The matrix algebras ~4~ generated by F;;‘” (p<u, v, < 1) for O<fi< 1 
are minimal two-sided ideals of the algebra ~2, and LX!~&~ = c?~~szI’~. 
(ii) The matrix algebra d generated by F ;;‘” (fi < u, u < 1,O < fl< 1) is decomposed into 
the direct sum of the ideals LX!~ of &, i.e., 
(iii) Each ideal ~2~ has f i-BX”-8 (p < u, v d 1) as its bases, and it is isomorphic to the 
complete (l- /? + 1) x (I - /3 + 1) matrix algebra with multiplicity 4s for 0 < /3 < 1, where 
l-8 
f;“= c Kf,PF;fu,fl+P for O<u,v<l-p and O<p<l, (3.13) 
p=o 
Sketch of proof. The formula (3.11) shows that (i) and (ii) hold. From (3.12), we have 
USP u,/l+l Fi=KPf;,whereFi=(F, ,F, ,...,F;f.‘)‘andf;;=(f~-B,o,f;;- 8.1 ,...,f;-bJ-p)r. 
Thus from Proposition 3.2, we get f “p = Kil F i, which yields (iii). This completes the 
proof. 0 
where 
for O<r<l-b and OGPGl, (3.14) 
K,(r)-’ = 
n;“(r) nfl’l(r) ... n;“(r) 
I- i 
. , . . . . 
.I 
n;‘(r) n;‘(r) ... n:*(r) 
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Then from (3.13) and (3.14), we get 
I * r-l r-l 
pi+‘= C 1 r;.i(r)F;+4B+j_ 
i=O j=O 
u;. o;ovj’“(~- 1)Fj+““+” 
for O<rgl--8 and O<B<L (3.15) 
where $“( - 1) = 0. Thus we have the following (see [19]). 
Theorem 3.2. (i) The P ;+, (Odr<l-p, O<P<l) a nd P, are mutually orthogonal 
idempotent matrices, i.e., mutually orthogonal projections, where 
I I-L? 
p=o *=o 
(ii) rank (Pi+“)=4sfor Odr<l-b and O<B=$l, 
rank(P,)=N-v,. 
Sketch of proof. From (3.Q (3.11) and (3.15), P;+“s are mutually orthogonal 
idempotent, and hence (i) holds. While (3.9) and (i) imply (ii). Thus the proof is 
completed. q 
3.3. ANOVA of 2”-BFF designs of resolution 21+ 1 
Using the properties of A$‘,“‘” as in (3.7), 
ok= i A;,k)#@k for O<k<l. 
p=o 
Hence the linear model (3.1) is rewritten as 
From (3.6), (3.8) and (3.9), we note that (i) every element of the vector Af3k)# 0, 
(O< k < 1) represents the average of the effects of the k-factor interactions, (ii) the 
elements of Argk)# @k (1 < fi < k) represent he contrasts among these effects, (iii) any 
two contrasts, one belonging to ApSk’# @k and the other to AFSk)# Ok (2</?#y Gk), 
are orthogonal, and (iv) there are & independent parametric functions of Qk in 
,‘t$‘k’#@k (O<p<k). 
we have 
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It is empirically known that the lower order interactions (including the main effects) 
are more important than the higher order interactions. Thus we are first interested in 
testing the hypotheses Hk against Kb (0~ /I < l), where Hk’s and Kk’s are the hypothe- 
ses that A~q”#OI=O~T) and A~*“#O,#O~,,, respectively. Note that niEO Ht and 
n:=i Hb mean that O1=O(7) and O~=c~lcl), respectively, where q is a constant and 
lp=Gpxi. Next if Hk is accepted for some p (O<p < l- I), then we wish to test the 
hypothesis Hb- ’ * against Hk, where Hb-l’ is the hypothesis that Ar,k)#Ok=OcT) for 
l- 1 d k d 1. If Hb- ” is accepted for some /I (0~ /?< I- 2), we consider testing of 
the hypothesis Hk-2’-1’ against Hh-“, where Hk-*‘-” is hypothesis that 
Ar5k’# @k = 0 m for I- 2 d k d 1, and so on. This is the nested test procedure in which 
we accept Hir’j against Kh for fixed /3 (0 d p d i) only if all the tests Hk against Kfp, 
HbF against Hb, . , and Hi”’ against Hr““’ are not significant, where 
Hk”‘=r)LzjHk, (0</3<j) and Hi’s are the hypotheses that AFsk)# Ok=Oc;) for 
j d k d I. The nested method is best for a certain class of reasonable test procedures 
(e.g., Anderson Cl], and Seber [23]). 
It follows from Theorem 3.2 that 
where 
gp+*=.@ 
/I R+,;8)~(R(~;B)) for Odrdl-/I and O<fi<l, 
E 
’ 
A(P+l.B+l)#. (B+r,P+r)# 
0+1 B > . . . . E,+,A, I> 
R(-1;/3)=[ON1, 
Here LP”, B!(A), BBl(C) and %?,,I denote an N-dimensional vector space, the linear 
subspace spanned by the column vectors of the matrix A, the orthocomplement 
subspace of B?(B) relative to B(C) for the case 8(B) c B?(C), and the orthocomplement 
subspace of W(D) relative to gN, respectively. Note that Pi+’ (0 < r < l- /?, 0 <p 9 1) 
and P, are projections of PXN onto B$+’ and Be, respectively. Thus letting 
Si+‘=y(T)‘P;+‘y(T) for O<r<l-/3 and O<p<l, 
the following theorems can be proved easily (see [19]). 
Theorem 3.3. y(T)‘y(T)=Cb,, cf.r”,S;‘r+Se. 
Theorem 3.4. An unbiased estimator of o* is given by 8* = S,/(N - vl). 
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Lemma 3.1. Let 
be a symmetric and positive dejnite matrix of order n (2 2), where AI 1, AI2 = A’,, and 
AZ2 are of size (n- 1) x (n- l), (n - 1) x 1 and 1 x 1, respectively. Further let 
n’ = (xb, x) and y’ = (yb, y), where B1 1, B12=Bil and BZ2 are of size (n-l)x(n-I), 
(n - 1) x 1 and 1 x 1, respectively, and x0 and y. are (n - 1) x 1 vectors. Then 
x’A-‘y-~bA;~‘y, 
where det(A) denotes the determinant of the matrix A. 
Proof. After some calculations, we get 
BII =A,’ +A;,‘AIx&zAz~A;:, B,2=-A;/A12B22=B;1, 
BX =(A ZZ-AUA;:AIZ)-~. 
Thus 
~‘A-~y-xbA;~‘y,, 
=xbB,ly,+xBzlyo+yxbB,z+xyB,,-xbA;,’yo 
=x~(A;;+A;~‘A~~B~~A~~A-~) II ~o-xB22A21A;1~~0-~xbA;l~A12B22 
+~YBzz--x~A;:Yo 
={x~-xAzlA;,‘y,-~xbA;,‘Alz+(nbA;1’A,z)(Az1Alll~0)}B22 
which is the required result. Ll 
The noncentrality parameters, $+r/a2, say, of the quadratic forms 
y(T)‘Pi+‘y(T)/02 (OGrdl-fl, O<p<l) are defined by 
1,B”/02=Exp[y(T)‘]P;+*Exp[y(T)]/02, 
where Exp[y] denotes the expected value of a random vector y. We have the 
following theorem due to Kuwada [19]. 
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Theorem 3.5. The noncentrality parameters of the quadratic forms y(T)‘P!+‘y(T)/a’ 
(O<r</-fl, O<p<l) are given by 
l.ii’/02 = i i {clr(a, b;r)/a’ > %A, (a,b)# ob, (3 .17) 
a=/l+r b=/l+r 
where 
if r=O, 
co (a, b; r) = 
W-1) .v&) 
c 21 y(b) 
[{det(Kp(r))} (det(&(r- 1)))l ifr3 1, 
cl2 =(K;", K;‘*, . . . . K;- -)‘, czl =(K;‘,K;~~, .. . . K;i'-l), 
xo(a)=(K~-P’O,K~-ll.l, . ...ti.--)‘, x(a) = Ky, 
Po(b)=(K~‘b-lr,K~‘b-B, ...,K;-l’b-B)’ and y(b)=rc;;b-P. 
Proof. From (3.4), (3.8) and (3.10), we get 
C6ib_/,K;-bi,$.b)# 
= &j_PK;b-“A:“~bl# 
ii 
if b-fl<r, 
if a-p<r, 
j 
c C’l~j(r),-~-P’iK~b~pAba’b)“’ if a-/?>r and b-P>r, 
j 
KP 
=I 
o-8.6-/1A(a.b)# 
0 
if a-P<r or b-j?<r, 
c ~yl;j(r)K-~ “0 0 
am0.i j,b-DA(a,b)# if a-/l>r and b-/3>r. 
j 
Thus (3.15) yields 
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Therefore, from Lemma 3.1, we have (3.17), which completes the proof. 0 
It follows from (3.17) that Hk”’ (0 d fl< i < 1) means ;I; = 0, and vice versa. Here we 
give the ANOVA table of 2”-BFF designs of resolution 21+ 1 in Table 1. 
Now we consider testing of hypotheses Hi’.’ against Kk (j?< i<l) for fixed 
/I (O<p<i). Then the test statistics for the nested method 
$3 Id?? 
S,/(N-v,) (=F i, say), 
s;- 1l49 
(S,+Sb)/(N-v,+&) (=FD ’ ‘I, say), 
$3MS 
‘..’ and (S,+$+‘+... +Sf,)/{N-v,+(l-i)&J} (=Fk”‘, say) 
all have F distributions and the nesting procedure is continued until a significant test 
is obtained. Here F$“’ (/I <j d 1) are central or noncentral F distributions with $p and 
IN-v,+(I-j)&) g de rees of freedom (d.f.) and noncentrality parameters i$/cr2 de- 
pending on which of Hk”j’s are true. 
3.4. Example 
To illustrate the usefulness of the results of Section 3.3, we present an example. Let 
; 
0 1000 1000 111000 1110 11 
0 0100 0100 100110 1101 11 
T= 0 0010 0010 010101 1011 11 
0 0001 0001 001011 0111 11 1 ’ 
which is a BA(21,4,2,4; {pO=l, pi=2, ,u2=l, ~~‘1, pLq=2}) andis also an optimal 
24-BFF design of resolution V (see [32]). Then @,=(0,), O1 =(ei, e2, Q3,e4)), 
02=(8,2,8,3,e14,623,e24,e34)’ and v2= 11. We further have 
&I=[+ ++++ ++++ ++++++ ++++ ++I’, 
I 
- +--- +--- +++--- +++- ++ 
El= - 
-+__ -+-- +--++- ++-+ ++ 
_ --+_ _-+- -+-+-+ +-++ ++ ’ - _-_ + + --+- + - +  1 
[ 
+ --++ -- + ----+ ++-- + -+-  -+-+ -+-- - - - Ez= + - - - - -_++-_ - +-++ +--+ +--+ +-- +-  + -+- -+- -+- - -+  ++-- +-- --+ - +  
where + and - stand for 1 and - 1, respectively. From (3.3), we have N =yO =21, 
yl= -1, y2=1, y3=3 and y4= -3, and hence from (3.2), ~$‘=21, rc$i= -2, 
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Table 1 
ANOVA of 2”-BFF designs of resolution 21+ 1 
Source ss d.f. 
Noncentrality 
parameters 
‘q”# (gi sg 
Error s, 
Total YWY(U 
K~~2=$, ~:~‘=24, &.‘=2$, 1ci,~=22, ~~‘~=20, ICY,‘= -4$, lciS’=24 and 
K’$” = 16. Thus y;“(2)= 126/2576, q;“(2)= 14/2576, q:“(2)= -7$/2576, 
&‘(2)=114/2576, VA-~(~)= -11$/2576, @(2)=125/2576, q:‘“(1)=24/500, 
~];.~(1)=2/500, ~~~‘(1)=21/500, $y”(0)=1/21, $‘(1)=6/112, +(1)=&12, 
r:*‘(1)=5/112, y:*‘(O)= l/20 and y!$‘(O)= l/16. On the other hand, from the proper- 
ties of the TMDPB association scheme. we have 
Ap’= Cl], ,4’0.1) = Ii, 0 A’O.2’= I;, 0 
A(l~l),14, 0 A(1.1)=G4x4-Z4, 1 
111000 
AU.2)_ 100110 
0 - 
[ 1 010101’ A”.2’=G4x6_,J~~2) 0 9 001011 
A(2,2)=G6x6_AdZ,2)_-A:2,2) 
2 
Thus from (3.5), it follows that 
A’O. 0) # =,&o. 01, 
0 
/g”‘” =(1/2)/g.“, 
#J’# =(1/fi),Lg.2), ‘L@“# =(1/4)(&J’+&J’}, 
A:‘.‘)#=(l/4){3A~,‘)-_A:‘.‘)}, 
.,#J’# =(J6/12)(Ab’,2)+A:1.2)}, 
~:1~2)# =(JZ/4){~~.2)-_~:1.2)}, 
#.a# =(l/6){Aa’2)+A:2,2)+A:2,2)}, 
,QJ)# =(1/4{,4y’-4J)}, 
&2’ # =(1/6){2~~.~‘-~:~,~)+2~:2.~‘}, 
Let y(T)=(48,61,52,46,54,59, 51,47,53,63,57,60,53,54,44,56,62,59,54, 57, 58)‘, 
which are fictitious data. Then we have 
& = (141624/2576) c 54.978, 
& =(1/2576)(10996,3268, -4092, 1796)’ 
~(4.269, 1.269, - 1.589,0.697)‘, 
0, = (l/2576) (- 2440, - 876, - 968,1056, - 324, - 1336)’ 
~(-0.947, -0.340, -0.376,0.410, -0.126, -0.519)‘. 
From Theorem 3.3, we get 
S;=y(T)‘P;y(T)= 1317904/21=62757.333, 
S; =y(T)‘P;y(T)= 290521/2625 z 110.675, 
S; = y( T)‘P;y(T) = 746642160375 z 12.367, 
S:=y(T)‘P;y(T)=7556/20~377.8, 
Sf=y(T)‘Pfy(T)=332/35~9.486, 
S;=y(T)‘P;y(T)=28/3~9.333, 
S,=y(T)‘P,y(T)=8534/161=53.006. 
Thus Theorem 3.4 shows 
~?~=S,/(N-v~)=8534/(161 x 10)~5.301. 
First we consider the hypotheses Hi: Ar’2’# 02=06, against Ki: A:,“# O2 #06 
for 06862. Then 
28/(3 x 2) 
8534/(161 x 10) 
~z0.880<F~,(0.05)~4.10 if 8=2, 
332/(35 x 3) 
= 8534/(161 x 10) 
~0.597<F~,(0.05)~3.71 if p=l, 
746642160375 
8534/(161 x 10) 
~2.333<F~,(0.05)~4.96 if p=O, 
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where ~#~=($)-(~?i) for 06862, and F:;(0.05) denotes the 5% point of the 
F distribution with rzl and n2 d.f. Therefore, all Ff (O<p<2) with 4B and 10 d.f. are 
not significant at the 5% level, i.e., A, c’)# O2 =Os for 06fi62. Thus we consider 
testing the hypotheses Hj2: Af,k)#@k=O,:j for ldkd2, against HP2 for O<p< 1. 
Then 
S/l dP 
F~2=(S,+S,2),(N-\12+qb~) 
=: 
(7556/20)/3 
(8534/161+332/35)/(10+3) 
%26.198>F:,(0.05) if p= 1, 
29052 I/2625 
(8534/161+ 746642/60375)/( 10 + 1) 
zl8.623>F:, (0.05) if fl=O, 
where F f3 (0.05)= 3.41 and F i 1 (0.05) = 4.84, and hence F i’ with 3 and 13 d.f. and 
F ,?,’ with 1 and 11 d.f. are significant at 5% level. Therefore we conclude that 
A(2,2)# O2 =Os for 06862, i.e., O2 =0 B 6, and the main effects Bt (1 d t 64) are not 
always equal. 
3.5. ANOVA of some 2”-BFF designs of resolution 21 
In this section, we consider a 2”-BFF design of resolution 21 derived from a B-array. 
When N 3 vi, there may exist a 2”-BFF design of resolution 21+ 1 derived from a BA 
(N, m, 2,21; (,u;}). However, when N = vI, there is no d.f. due to error. Thus we shall 
consider the case in which N d vi. Such a design can be constructed by a BA 
(N, m, 2,21; {pi 3 ) satisfying the following conditions. 
det(Kg)#O for 0</3<1- 1 and det(K,) = 0, (3.18) 
where vI - (( 7) - ([ 1)2i )} < N d vi (see Shirakura [25,27]). Note that det (K, ) = 0 means 
,u[=O (see [25]).In this case, the linear model (3.1) is rewritten as 
I-1 I 
y*(T)= c c EkA~‘k’#@k+e;, 
f?=o k=fl 
where e; is an error vector distributed as J/(0,, CJ*~Z~). Note that for a design 
satisfying (3.18), each effect in (Oh, Oh, . , Oj_ 1 )’ and some linear combinations in 
0, such that AFs”” Oi (0 < fl< l- 1) are estimable (see [25]). 
Let 
p, 
*ll+r=pp+r 
B for Odrdl-P and 0</3<1-1 
and 
( 
l-l L-p 
Pr*=P,+P: =IN- 1 2 P;p+, 
p=o r=O 1 
Then 
rank(PtP+‘)=4p for 0 ~rdl-fi and O<fi<l-1 
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and 
rank(P:)=N-v,+( y)-( irl). 
Theorem 3.6. 
I-1 1-p 
y*(T)‘y*(T)= c 1 sy+*+s,*, 
p=o r=O 
where 
SB*B+‘=y*(T~PB*8+*y*(T) for O<r<l-fi and O<p<l-1, 
se* =y*(T)‘P,*y*(T). 
Theorem 3.7. An unbiased estimator of a*2 is give by 
c+*~=S:/ N-IQ+- 
{ (T)-(A)}. 
Using an argument similar to the one used in Section 3.3, the noncentrality 
parameters of JJ*(TYP~~+‘~*(T)/o*’ (OQrGl-P, O<p,<l-1) are given by 
*P+r 
1, lo 
*2 qf’p*2, where As+r’~ are as in (3.17). Table 2 summarizes the 
observations. 
Let Hzi”“=Hi”’ and Kp*‘=Kk for O<p<l-- 1 and /?<i<l. Then the test statistics 
for the nested method 
SB*‘%S 
S,*/(N-v,+q$) (=Fp ’ *’ say), 
s*'-l/+p 
(S: +S;$N-v~+q$+&) (=Fs *‘-11, say), . . . . and 
S,*‘/4? 
(S,* +q+l +...+Sp*‘)/{N-vr+~1+(1-i)~~} 
(=FB*+‘, say), 
Table 2 
ANOVA of 2”-BFF designs of resolution 21 
Source SS d.f. 
Noncentrality 
parameters 
/yx Bi s;i 
Error s: f’_,,,(;)_( ,-,> Y’a*2 
Total ~*WY*(U N 
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have F distributions. This procedure is continued until a significant test is obtained for 
fixed p (0 < fl d I- 1, /3 < i < I). Note that F p*‘“” (/Id j d I, 0 < /3 < l- 1) are noncentral 
F distributions with 4a and (N - v1 + & + (I - j ) (pp } d.f. and noncentrality parameters 
$/a *2 if %’ “I ‘s are not true. 
4. ANOVA of 3”-BFF designs 
4.1. 3”-BFF designs of‘ resolution V 
Let T be a 3”-FF design of resolution V with N assemblies, where N 3 1 +2m2 
( = v(m), say) and m >, 4. Then the linear model based on T is given by 
jqT)=xTr+&, (4.1) 
where j(T) is a vector of N observations, X, is the design matrix of size N x v(m), 
r’=(r&; Tie; rbI; TLo; rb2; r;,), and ZT is an error vector distributed as 
N(ONr $‘I,). Here l-b0 = ({W)))> GJ=({W)~)~ G1 =({W’)>)~ G,=(PW:))) 
rb,=((T(t~t$)}) and r;,=({r(t:ti)}), where l<t<m, 1<t,<t2<m and 
1 d t3 # t4 d m. In all our evaluations, we code the three symbols of a factor as 0,l or 
2 and employ the standard orthogonal contrasts used in the 3” case; viz., - l,O, 1 and 
1, - 2,1 for the linear and the quadratic contrasts, respectively. The normal equation 
for estimating r is given by A?,f=X>j(T), where GT=X;X,. If fir is 
nonsingular, then the BLUE of r and its variance-covariance matrix are, respectively, 
given by f=k;‘Xij(T) and Var[~]=cY2~~‘. Under some conditions, a 
BA (N, m, 3,4; { ~ioi, i, }) gives a 3”-BFF design of resolution V, and vice versa (e.g., [ 123). 
Using the MDR and its algebra, the information matrix G, of 
a BA(N,m, 3,4; {~iOiliZ}), T, is isomorphic to /I ~~‘azvb1b2 /I (=H,, say) for O</I<2 and 
II 4 f;:;zsv1”2 11 (=H,, say) with multiplicities (pP and ‘ps, respectively, where cpO = 1, 
cpl=m(m-3)/2, (p2=(*;‘) and qn/=m-1, and H0,H1,H2 and H, are symmetric 
matrices of order 6,3,1 and 6, respectively. Here a relationship between <~‘a2,b’b*‘s (or 
5 f;t~29V’V2’~) and ypoP, , ?‘s is given by 
00,oo 
i”0 =Y~~o=N, 5:“~10=,/b~10, 5~“*01=fiyxu, 
50 
oo,zo = m Jo m m 2 Y220, ,:“,02= m 2 Y202, ,:“,ll= Jo 2 2 Y211, 
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40 1,01 =2Y4oo-Y301+(m- 1)Y202, 
G1’20=JFmPy220+(m-2)Y121}, 
~~1~02=J~{4~301-~y202+(~-~)Ylo3}, 
,F1 =~{2y310+(m-2)y112~, 
50 20,20 4y~00+4~301+~202+6(~-2)(2y220+y121)+9 ( m;2)yo40}/9, 
5~0’02=y220+2(m-2)y121 + Yo22, 
50 20.11 = 2y310+(2m-W211+(m-N~l~2+3y130)+3 ( m;2)yo31 113, 
5~2’02=4y400-4Y301+(4m-7)y202-W-2)y103+ 
50 
02,11= 
Ji 
2 &310+(2m-5)y2,,+ ( m;2)yo13]> 
5 ~0’20=(~~400+4Y301+Y2~2-~2y220-6y121+9y040)/9r 
20,02 
51 =Y220-2Y121+Y022, 
5:o.‘l=Jz(2y 310-y211-y112-~y130+~y03~)/3, 
,:*,o* =4y,,, - 4y301-3Y202+2y103+y004, 
51 02~11=$(h’3~o-~Y211 +Yol3), 
5 :1’11 =(4y,oo-~Y,,,-~Y22o-y~03-~y12~ +6yo22)/3, 
~:1~“=(4Y4oo-~Y2o2-9Y220-y103+9y~21)/3, 
(,,I 10’10=(2y400+y 301-3Y220)/3, t;;;01=y310-y211, 
~‘f~~20=~(2y~~o+~z~~-~y~~o~, 5~~;02=$=(y211-y112), 
t/1, l”‘ll =Jm/2(2Y301 +Y202-3Y220)/3, 
g;11= J_(2y 301+~202+31/220-6~121)/3, 
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+(=4)(~103+3~121))/6. (4.2) 
(e.g., [12,14]). Note that a relationship between ypoPID’s and pioil i2’s of a B-array is 
given by 
?lFv PI P2 =c(po!/(i;! i?! ii!)} {p1!/(i:,! ii! ii!)> { p2!/(ii! i;! i:!)} 
x (- l)‘$)i$ -2y:p.c I,+i~+i~i~+i:+i:i~+i:+i~, (4.3) 
where the summation c extends over i$ + i; + il =px,O< i; <p, (x, y = 0, 1,2) and 
p. + p1 + p2 = 4. Thus if T is a BA(N, m, 3,4; { ~ioi, iz } ), a necessary and sufficient 
condition for the information matrix I@, to be nonsingular, i.e., for T to be of 
resolution V, is that HP (06fi62) and H, are positive definite matrices (e.g., [12]). 
For the rest of this paper, we use the following notations: The summations ~~,_, 
c c*,,“C, and c:,*:,:, extend, respectively, over all the values of a1a2, clc2 and (ur u2; U) 
such that ala,=00 if r=O; 00,lO if r=l; OO,lO,Ol if r=2; 00,10,01,20 if r=3; 
00,10,01,20,02 if r=4; 00,10,01,20,02,11 if r=5, cIc2=20 if s=O; 20,02 if s=l; 
20,02,11 if s=2, and (u,u2;u)=(10;1) if t=O; (lO;l), (01;l) if t=l; (lO;l), (Ol;l), 
(20;2)if t=2;(10; l), (01; 1),(20;2), (02;2)ift=3;(10; l),(Ol; 1),(20;2),(02;2), (11;3) 
if t=4; (lO;l), (Ol;l), (20;2), (02;2), (11;3), (11;4) if t=5. Furthermore,,~b~~l; 
I:,;; and xz,*V;tV are, respectively, the summations over all the values,of-b;b2, d,d2 
and (u1u2;u) such that bIb2=10,01,20,02, 11 if r=O; 01,20,02,1~1 ifr-1; 20,02, 11 if 
r=2; 02, 11 if r=3; 11 if r=4; empty if r=5, dld2=02, 11 if s=O; 11 if s=l; empty if 
s=2,and(v,~;2;u)=(Ol;1),(20;2),(02;2),(11;3),(11;4)ift=0;(20;2),(02;2),(11;3), 
(11;4)ift=1;(02;2),(11;3),(11;4)ift=2;(11;3),(11;4)ift=3;(11;4)ift=4;emptyif 
t=5. 
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4.2. Structure of MDR algebras 
In this section, we consider a 3”-BFF design of resolution V derived from 
a BA(N,m,3,4; (pi0i,i2}), where N>v(~). Let 
Fa’@.blb2=X 
B (1142 
,@az,blW#X’ 
blb2 
for a,az,b,bz=00,10,01,20,02,11 ifp=O, 
20,02,11 if /I= 1, 
11 if p=2, (4.4a) 
Ff;tlly2~“t”2=X,,,u2ASuV hU2,VIV2)4X~ “l”Z 
for (u1u2; u), (u1u2; u)=(lO; l), (01; l), (20;2), (02;2), (11; 3), (11;4), (4.4b) 
where A(alaz,blb2)#%s and 
IJ 
&W~~2,W'2)#' 
s are, respectively, the matrices of size 
n(aI a2) x n(b, b2) and n(ui u2) x n(uluz) given by some linear combinations of the 
local MDR matrices A$‘1(123b1b2)(see [12,14]), and Xalaz’s are N x n(alaz) submatrices 
of X, corresponding to r,,,, for aIaz=OO, 10,01,20,02,11, i.e., XT=[XoO;XiO; 
X01; x20; x02; Xi,]. Here n(aia,)=l if aIa2=00; m if ala2=10 or 01; (7) if 
a,a2=20 or 02; 2(T) if a,a,=ll. The following are properties of At1a2,b1b2) and 
A(UlU2,UlUz)# 
f”” 
A$-bh)# = 
[l/{~(ala2)Xn(b,b2))1'21G,(,,.,,xn(b~bz)~ 
Aro. O”) # = [I-,, 
A@1a23a’a2)-# + A$‘,‘I’2,(11“2)# =ZnCala2) 0 for ala2 = lO,Ol, 
(4.5) 
(4.6a) 
(4.6b) 
A~l~241~2,# +A(plO2,alO2)# +A~~:1P2.Pla2)#=In(11,112) 
for ala2=20,02, 
Ab”.“)# +Ayl,ll)# +A$%“)# +Ay3:.“‘# +A:‘,‘,.l’)# =InCllj, 
A~laz,ClCz)#A:clc2,blb2)# &A;dJlbz)#, 
AL 
~1~2,WIW2)#A(WlW2~~1~2)#=~ A(UlUZr~I~Z)# 
fl\*" WV* S"" 9 
A(~'~~.CIC~)#~(CIC~,~~~~)#=~(UI~Z,CICZ)#~(CLCZ,~~~~)# 
B /cb /.c 0 
=o n(ala2)xn(blbz), 
rank(Ab"'"2,b1b2)#)=(pa, 
rank(A ~ul"u2.wv2)#)=~ps) 
(see [12,14]). From (4.2) (4.3), (4.4a, b) and (4.7a, b,c), we get 
(4.6~) 
(4.6d) 
(4.7a) 
(4.7b) 
(4.7c) 
(4.8a) 
(4.8b) 
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~~~ g= [FaSlaz,blbz,F;t~,UlVz IaIa2,bIbZ=00, 10,01,20,02,11 if~=O;a,a,,b,b,= 
20,02,11 if p=l; ala,,b,bZ=ll if fi=2; ( u1%;4, (~,~2;4=(10; 11, (01 ;I), 
(20;2), (02;2), (11;3), (11;4),], and further let ~:p=[F~‘n2~bfb21u,u,,b,b,= 
00,10,01,20,02,11 if~=O;u,u~,bIbz=20,02,11 if~=l;uIu~,b,bZ=ll iffi=2]for 
0dP<2,andg’f=[F ;:U,Z~“‘“~~(U1U2;U),(V1uZ;u)=(lO;1),(01;1),(20;2),(02;2),(11;3), 
(11; 4),]. Then using an argument similar to the one used in Theorem 3.1, (4.8a, b) and 
(4.9a, b, c) show the following (see [18]). 
Theorem 4.1. (i) The matrix algebras W, (0 <f3 Q 2) and 9!r are minimal two-sided 
ideals of B, and BPB,,=~PYBP for fi, y=O, 1,2, and BP99J=9SrGJD=0 for 0</?62. 
(ii) The matrix algebra 9 is decomposed into the direct sum of the ideals BP 
(O<fi62) and ~8~ of 98. 
(iii) The ideals 9S0,591,g2 and 98r have, respectively, g~a2Sb’b2 g;1C2Sd1d2, gi’,” and 
gz”“‘“’ us their bases, and they are, respectiuely, isomorphic to the complete 6 x 6, 
3 x 3, 1 x 1 and 6 x 6 matrix algebras with multiplicities (pO, ql, q2 and qt, where 
gagLa2.blbz= ~5~~,b2,P,PzFagla2.PlP2, 
PI P2 
(4.10a) 
gy2.dd2= C*25dl,d2,4,42F~1C2.4142, 
YLW 
11,ll 
92 =5:l,llW11, 
(4.10b) 
(4.1Oc) 
g;l~zr~~~z+ x*-s C*st~c2.dId2(S)iS411qz.dld2 gycz.q,qz 
4142 dld2 I 1 
for 06~62, 
p=g;““, 
354 
where 
for O<t,<5, 
Ho(r)-‘=I/~agla2,b1b2(~))1 for O<r<<, 
Hl(s)-1=llz~C2~d’d2(~)/I for 06~62, 
H2(0)-1=Il-ct1~“(0)~I, 
,f(t)-1=~l~t;t~‘~“‘“2(t)II for O<t<5. 
Here, HP(r) (O<r<5 if /I=O; O<r<2 if fl=l; r=O if /I=2) and H, (O<t<5) are the 
(Y+ 1) x (Y+ 1) and (t + 1) x (t + 1) submatrices of H, and H,, respectively, which 
include the first (r + 1) rows and columns of H, and the first (t + 1) rows and columns 
of Hf. The following results due to [lS] can be proved along lines similar to those 
used in Section 3.2. 
_ x*-l cr-1 z~i2.jlj2(y_1)F~i2.jlj2 for 0~~~5, 
il i2 jlj2 
_ c*s-1 c*s-1 Ti;i2rjlj2(S_1)FL;1i2rjlj2 for 0~~~2, 
il i2 jlj2 
~~=T~‘.“(0)~~l.“=(l/~~‘~l’)~~‘.“, 
_ C**-’ C**‘-’ T~~‘qLq2(t_1)F~~‘q1q2 for ()Qt<5, 
PIP2iP 4142;4 
where r~‘a2,b1b2(-1)=~ ;::2q “’ “‘( - 1) = 0. The formulas (4.8a, b), (4.9a, b, c) and 
(4.10a, b, c, d) yield the following (see [18]). 
Theorem 4.2. (i) The P”‘, (O<v<5 if/I=O; OGv92 ifp= 1; v=O $p=2), P”; (O<t<5) 
and pe are symmetric and mutually orthogonal idempotent matrices, where 
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(ii) rank(pD)=q/, for 06r65 if p=O, 0~~62 if p= 1, r=O if 8=2, 
rank(P”;)=cpf for O<t<5, 
rank (Fe) = N - v(m). 
4.3. ANOVA of 3”-BFF designs of resolution V 
We now consider the ANOVA of a 3”-BFF design of resolution V derived from 
a BA(N,m, 3,4; (~i,,i~i~}), w h ere N > v(m). From (4.6a, b, c, d), the linear model (4.1) is 
rewritten as 
+ c*’ X~~~2A~~~2~~‘~2)~rC,C2+X11A~1~11)~r11 
Cl c2 
The formulas (4.5) (4.7a, b, c) and (4.8a, b) imply that (i) every element of the vectors 
A(“l”Z.ala2,#r 
0 (11 a1 (a, a2 = 00, lO,Ol, 20,02,11) represents the average of these effects, 
(ii) the elements of A~‘a2,a’a2)#ral(12 (fi#O) and A~;nU2’a1a2)#I’a,a2 represent the con- 
trasts among corresponding effects, (iii) any two different contrasts are orthogonal, 
and (iv) there exists ‘pII (0 d p d 2) and (ps independent parametric functions of r,,,, in 
~(ala2,ala2)# 
a 
r 4,42 and r,,,, in A~;f29u1u2)# r,,,,,, respectively. 
Let $,, l?“,, I?: and I?; be the hypotheses that 
/pla2.ala2,# 
0 r a,(12 =%a1a2), 1 A(CLC2.ClC2)# r ClC2 
respectively, where r = 0, 1,2,3,4,5 correspond to a, a2 = 00, 10, 01,20,02, 11, respec- 
tively, s =O, 1,2 correspond to cl c2 = 20,02, 11, respectively, and t = 0, 1,2,3,4,5 
correspond to (ul u2 ; u) = (10 ; l), (01; l), (20 ; 2), (02 ; 2), (11; 3), (11 ; 4), respectively. 
Further let Hb.5=n;=iE?‘, for O<i<5, E?‘l’.2=n~=jfiS, for O<j<2, and 
l?;’ 5= n;+ E?; for O<k< 5. First we wish to test the hypotheses I?;, fif, I?: and 
I?; against K”:, I?:, ki and K”;, respectively, where K”:, I?:, K”t and l?; are the 
hypotheses that 
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respectively. 
Hi5 (I?:2 
Next if I?: (I?: or fi;) is accepted, then we consider testing of hypotheses 
or 2;‘) against Ei (H: or Z?:), and so on. We note that 
fi$nfi~~Z?~r~fi~~ and I?fnI?ing;5 mean that rI1=O,(ll, and ~ll=~llln~ll~, 
respectively, where cr 1 is a constant. Thus we accept HL’5(Hj;“2 or H;“5) against 
Ki (K”: or I?:) only if all the tests I?: against K”;, . . . . and I!&’ against Z?r”“’ (g: 
against i?f, . . . . and fi’;“* against I?‘:’ ‘* or I?; against K”;, . . . , and fl>“’ against 
E?F”“‘) are not significant for O<i<5 (O<j<2 or O<k<5). 
Let 
where 
LP1=[ON] for O<p<2, Lj’=[O,], 
L*O=[XooA~o~00)#;...;X,,.,A~1”2~”’a2)#] for OdrG5, 
L; =[X20A\20*20)#; ...;XC,C2A~~C2.CIC2)#] for 06~62, 
L~=[XloA~l~~lO)#;...;X,,.ZA~~~u~~U~U~)#] for OdtG5. 
Then from Theorem 4.2, we get 
~N=~~~~;:,~...~~~~~~~~.:O~;:O~‘8 
@&~0~~0...0&~0&. (4.11) 
Note that PO (0 < Y 6 5) p”s, (0 d s < 2) Fi, F;(O < r d 5) and Fe are projections of gN 
onto k:*,, 8:) &!i, k) and k?‘,, respectively. 
Consider s”;, (0 G Y < 5) @r (0 < s d 2) $i, Z?;-(0 < t d 5) and s”, corresponding, 
respectively, to the SS’s due to .4$1az-01az)# TpIa, (a, a2 = 00, lO,Ol, 20,02,1 l), 
A(CIC2 .CICZ)# r (crc2=20,02, ll), A:“~“)Vrr, A~;;Z,U1U*)#rU1U2 ((uruz; u)=(lO; l), 
(0;; l), (20; 2),‘;;2; 2) (11; 3), (11; 4)) and an error, where 
s*,=~(T)‘pI’,JI(T) for OGrd5, 
s”s,=j(T)‘P”;j(T) for OGs62, S;=jqT)‘F$qT), 
$=~(T)‘~;~(T) for O<t<5 and $e=j(r)‘F$(T). 
Then we have the following (see [lS]). 
Theorem 4.3. 
jqT)‘j(T)= i: g+ i $+S;+ i s”;-+s”,. 
r=O s=o t=o 
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Theorem 4.4. An unbiased estimator of G2 is given by g 2 = se/ (N - v(m)}. 
Let 
c’o(al a2, blb2) 
a01a2,00~~0,blb2/5~0,00 if r=o, 
= HOG-1) CA’ Hdr- 1) Mb1 &I 
x0(al a2Y xo(al a21 C21’ 0 YoPl b2) 
[{det(Ho(r))} {det(Ho(r- l))}l if 16rG% 
~;LC~.ZO~~O.d~d2/~~0,20 if s=O, 
= cl2 1 Yl&d2) 
Xl(ClC2) Yl(dld2) 
[jdet(H,(s))} {det(H,(s-l))}] if 1 <s<2, 
&(ll, ll)=t:‘,ll, 
= H,(t - 1) Cl2 f fJf(f-1) YfhU2i4 
Tf(ulu2; UY xf(ulu2;4 
CZ” 
s Ysh~2; v) 
[{det(Hf(t))} {det(Hs(t- l))}] if 1 <t65, 
where CA’, C:’ and C$’ (or Co , 21 CT’ and C:‘) are the r x 1, s x 1 and t x 1 vectors, 
respectively, whose elements correspond, respectively, to the first r, s and t ones of the 
(r + l)st, (s-t 1)st and (t + 1)st column (or row) vectors of Ho, HI and H,; where 
xo(ala2), x1(c1c2) and x&u2;4 (or Yo(blbA Yl(dld2) and Y~(~~~~; 4) are the 
r x 1, s x 1 and t x 1 vectors, respectively, whose elements are, respectively, the first r, s 
and t ones corresponding to ala2th, clc2th and (ul u2; u)th row (or b, bzth, dld2th 
and (uIv2; v)th column) vectors of Ho, HI and Hf; where xo(ala2), xl(cl c2) and 
~~(~1~~2;~)(oryo(blb2),yl(dld2)and~~~(~1~2r . u)) are, respectively, the a, a2th row and 
(r + 1)st column element of Ho, the cl c2 th row and (s + l)st column one of HI and the 
(ul u2;u)th row and (t + 1)st column one of H, (or the (r + t)st row and b, b2th column 
one of Ho, the (s+ 1)st row and d,d,th column one of Hl and the (t + 1)st row and 
(v,v2;v)th column one of Hf). Then using an argument similar to the one used in 
Theorem 3.5, the following theorem can easily be proved (see [18]). 
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Theorem 4.5. The noncentrality parameters of the quadratic forms j(T)‘p$(T)/C’ 
(Odrd5),j(T)‘P”“,j(T)/E2 (O<sd2),j(T)‘P”;j(T)/d2 andj(T)‘P”$j(T)/d2 (OGtg5) 
are given by 
;i;/(72 = C**(t) 
“Iu2;u C**(t) {4( u1u2; 4, (UlU2;U))/~2}r:1U*A~~““2r~~“2)#r”,”2) 
“1”z;” 
Some of these results are summarized in Table 3. 
Table 3 
ANOVA of 3”-BFF designs of resolution V 
Source d.f. 
Noncentrality 
parameters 
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Note that from Theorem 4.5, gb”” against k; (0 did 5), fii. ’ against 
k:(O<j<2),fi$againstii,andfi:. 5 against I?: (O<k<5) mean that lb = 0, I( = 0, 
z: = 0 and 1; = 0, respectively, and vice versa. 
We shall consider testing of hypotheses H”b. 5 against i?z (0 did 5), gi”’ against 
K”: (O<j<2), fii against gi, and E?$“” against I?; (0 <k < 5). The test statistics for 
the nested method 
s”Zlcp0 
sa,(N_v(m)l (=&say), 
%Po 
(S”,+S”;)I{N-v(m)+qn,} 
(=Fz’, say), 
sb/% 
. ..) and 
(S,+&$:l +...+~~)/{N-v(m)+(5-i)cp,) 
(=F”i 5, say), 
Wcpl 
S,,(N_v(m)l (=C say), 
s”:/cp1 
&+S”?)/{N-v(m)+cp,) 
( =F”i2, say), 
mP1 
. . . , and 
&+Si+l+ . ..+S”.)/{N-v(m)+(2-j)cpl} 
(=fj;,.‘, say), 
f:lcpf s”“,lcp, 
%l{N-v(m)) 
(= F;, say), 
(sa+%IN-v(m)+cps) 
( = F1;5, say), 
f>/V, 
. . . , and 
(S”,+~~l++..++~)/(N-v(m)+(5-k)cpf) 
(=F”F..5, say) 
have F distributions. The nested procedure is continued until a significant test is 
obtained for each case. We remark that fb”’ (0 <i G 5), f{. ’ (0 d j<2), F8 and 
F”>--5 (0 <k < 5) are noncentral F distributions with ‘p. and {N-v(m) + (5 - i)cpo} d.f., 
‘pi and {N-v((m)+(2-j)cp,} d.f., (p2 and (N-v(m)} d.f., and cp/ and 
(N -v(m)+ (5 - k)cp/} d.f., and noncentrality parameters lb/C’, xi/g’, l”,/C2 and 
;i:l~2 if Hb--5, fij;,,‘, H”y and fiy-.5 are false, respectively. 
4.4. ANOVA of some 3”-BFF designs of resolution IV 
Under the assumption that three-factor and higher order interactions are negligible, 
if (T;o,&) (or (GO, r;,, rbl)‘) is estimable, a 3”-FF design is said to be of 
resolution IV. When N 3 v(m), there may exist a 3”-BFF design of resolution V de- 
rived from a B-array. While for N = v(m), there is no d.f. due to error. Thus we restrict 
the total number of assemblies as N < v(m). Some 3”‘-BFF designs of resolution IV 
derived from BA(N, m, 3,4; {~ioil i,}) were obtained by Kuwada [15]. In this section, 
we consider the following two cases. 
(A) det(Hp)#O for /J=O, 1, det(Hf)#O and det(H,)=O. 
(B) det(Ho)#O, det(H,)#O and det(H,)=det(H,)=O. 
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Note that det(H,)=O, and det(H,)=O and det(H,)=O imply that pZI1 =p12r =pIIZ=O, 
and~2,,=~121=~112=Oandatleastoneof~ 220, pLzo2 and poZZ is zero, respectively. 
For a design satisfying Condition (A) (or (B)), the linear model (4.1) is rewritten as 
+ c**’ X,,,, Ay;'$+1U2)# r,,, u2 + Z$* , 
UIU2:” > 
where e”$ (or I??*) is an error vector distributed as Jlr(ON, 6*2ZN) (or JV(O~, d**‘IN)). 
Note that a design satisfying Condition (A) (or (B)) is of resolution IV and (rho, r;,, 
Gl, r;,, G2)’ (or (Go, r;,, rbI)) and some linear combinations in rlI (or r20r 
ro2 and rII) such that Af1311)#T,,, A\ll~ll)#Tll, Ay3i,11)#T11 and A~4:~11)#Tll 
(or A’203 2’3)# rzo, 
A(ll-l’)‘rll and A 
A’20,20)#r20, Ar2.‘=)#ro2, A~@$,02)#ro2, Ab”,“)#r,, 
J-22 
f33 y4ts “)# rl 1) are estimable. 
For a design satisfying Condition (A) (or (B)), let 
pls*‘=P”‘, for p=O, 1 (or P”o***=Po), 
j?*t=p”t 
f f (or P”f**‘=P”;), 
where v(m)-cp,<Nbv(m) (or v(m)-((~~+3q~~)<N<v(m)-~~). Then for a design 
satisfying Condition (A) (or (B)). 
rank(P”z’)=qB for p=O, 1 (or rank(P”g**)=cp,), 
rank(P”T’)=cpf (or rank(F7*‘)=cpf), 
rank(P”,*)=N-v(m)+cp, (or rank(F,**)=N-v(m)+q2+3ql). 
Theorem 4.6. For a design satisfying Condition (A) (OY (B)), 
( orj**(T)‘y**(T)= c s”:*r+ i q*‘+s”,** ) r=O t=o > 
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where 
s”,*r=j*(T)‘Fa*‘j*(7J for p=o, 1 (01 s”,**r=y**(T)‘p”~*‘~**(T)), 
-*i -*r -* S, =j*(ryP, y (T) (or S, -**‘+**(q$,**‘j**(T)), 
gz =j*(T)‘F,*j*(T) (or So* =j**(T)‘F:*j**(T)). 
Theorem 4.7. An unbiased estimator of d*’ (or 6.**’ ) for a design satisfying Condition 
(A) (or (B)) is given by 
f_F*2=~~/(N-v(m)+cp,} (or ~**2=f~*/{N-v(m)+cp2+3ql}). 
Using an argument similar to the one used in Section 4.3, the noncentrality 
parameters of the quadratic forms ~*(T)‘P”,**~*(T)/c?*~ (O<r<S) (or 
jj**(@;*ry**(77)/d**2 (Odrd5)), j*(T)+T”y*(T)/d*2 (OGs62) and 
j*(T)‘Pls*fj*(T)/fY *’ (OGtG5) (or j**(~),~~*tj**(T)/~**2 (O<t<5)) of a design 
satisfying Condition (A) (or (B)) are, respectively, given by 
for Odr<5 
1 
, 
for 06~62, 
where cir(ala2,blb2)'s and c~((u~u2;u),(u~u2;u)))s aregivenin Sect.4.3.We summar- 
ize the results in Table 4 (or 5) for a design satisfying Condition (A) (or (B)). 
For a design satisfying Condition (A) (or (B)), let fi;S’.“’ =fib -5 (o<i< 5) and 
kE5=kz, (or fis*“’ ‘~=fik”~ (O<i<5) and ~~*5=~~), fi;j,..2=c$..2 (O<j<2) 
and K”T2=g:, and fi7k”‘5=fi~“5 (O<k<5) and k*5=i: (or Hf*k.,.5=fiF..5 
s 
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Table 4 
ANOVA of 3”-BFF designs of resolution IV satisfying Condition (A) 
Source SS d.f. 
Noncentrality 
parameters 
,-*o 
0 ‘PO 
s”’ 0 'PO 
6’ 0 'PO 
2*3 0 'PO 
$*‘I 0 90 
f;’ 90 
S’T” 91 
,-,I 
1 91 
g* 2 
1 91 
$7” 9J 
27’ 9J 
q2 9J 
$*3 
J 9J 
g*4 
J 9, 
f*5 
5; 
9J 
N-v(m)+(“;‘) 
Table 5 
ANOVA of 3”-BFF designs of resolution IV satisfying Condition (B) 
Source ss d.f. 
Noncentrality 
parameters 
A’oo.oo’# Too 
0 
,.$‘0.‘0’~~,, 0 
*‘0’*0”“~,, 0 
*‘20*20’#r*o 0 
@*.o*‘” ro2 
*‘“~“‘#rll 0 
41:. lo)+ r IO 
A~,:~ol’#ro, 
A~2;~20)# rzo 
A:q:~02’# roz 
Ay3:~“‘#r,, 
*“l,l*‘~r 
J44 11 
Error 
Total 
,-,*o 
0 ‘PO 
s_**1 0 90 
,-,*2 90 
s;I*3 
0 90 
$**4 
0 90 
g;*5 90 
Q*o 
9J 
,;,*1 
9J 
$**2 
J 9J 
f**3 
J 9J 
f**4 
J 9J 
s;**5 
9J 
g** N-v(m)+2m*-6m+l 
&j**(T) N 
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(0 < k < 5) and E;*’ = I?;). Then all test satistics for the nested method 
s”~%0 
s”Z/{N-v(m)+4 
(=F”z5, say), 
W(PO 
(S”,*+S”,*5)/(N-V((m)+cp2+~0} 
(=Fp, say), , , and 
W% (=Fo*“...‘, say) 
(fi+Scl -*i+1+...+F;5)/{N-v(m)+q2+(5-i)%} 
( ~*5/(Po or Sa**/(N-V(m)+402+3cp1) (=F$*‘, say), 
(S”,**+~o**5)/{N-v(m)+cp2+3~,+~~} 
(=f8*45, say), . . . . and 
s”g*‘/(p, 
(~~*+~~*‘+l+...+~*5)/{N-v(m)+cp2+340,+(5-i)cp,} \ 
(=Fo**““s, say) ) , 
W(Pl 
/ 
Q/p-V(m)+cp*t 
(=FT’, say), 
wv1 
&+s"T2)/{N-v(m)+cp,+cpd 
(=FT12, say), . . . , and 
mP1 
Sle*+gTj+l +...+s"T2)/{N-v(m)+(P2+(2-j)(P1) 
(=fp2, say) 
5f5/cpf 
S,*/{N-v(m)+cp,) 
(=FT5, say), 
s”/*%f 
(S”,*+S/*s)/{N-V(m)+cp2+cPsI 
(=f;4s, say), . . . . and 
s”3skvPs 
(S”,*+SS*k+l +...+@5)/{N-V(m)+~2+(5-&$‘f} 
(=F$k..,s, asy) 
( 
or 
s;%f 
S”,**/{N-V(m)+q2+3vI) 
(=F1;*s, say), 
S”f*%?r 
(S$*+S”~**‘)/{N-V(~)+P,+~~I+%} 
(= F”f*4s, say), . . . , and 
QXkl’pS 
(S”,**+S”S**k+1+...+?;*5)/{N-V(m)+(p2+3%+(5-k)~s} 
( =Ff**k..,5, say) 
> 
, 
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have F distributions and this procedure is continued until a significant test is 
obtained for each case. We note that f$..,5 (O<i< 5) (or F”8*i”.5(O<i<5)), 
F”Tj” 2 (O<j<2) and f7k...s (06 k<5) (or ff*k...s (06 k<5)) are noncentral F 
distributions with cpO and {N-v(m)+cp,+(5-i)cp,} d.f. (or ‘p. and 
{N-v(m)+cp2+3cpI+(5-i)cpo} d.f.), cpl and {N-v(m)+qZ+(2-j)cpI} d.f., and 
(PJ and {N-v(m)+v2+(5-i)qk} df. (or cpf and {N-v(m)+q1+3q1+(5-k)cpf} 
d.f.) and noncentrality parameters jai/d*2 (or x$*i/8**2), x:j/~Y*~ and I,*“/c?*’ 
(or ;ig*“/E**’ ) if fiai...’ (or H “;*c...5), gTj...Z and ,;k...5 (or fi$*k...5) are false, 
respectively. 
5. Related unsolved problems 
A relationship between a BA(N, m, s, 21; {piOil, .i,_,}) and an s”-BFF design 
of resolution 21+ 1 was presented by Kuwada and Nishii [20]. Using an 
algebraic structure similar to the one used in the case of a 3”-BFF design of 
resolution V, Kuwada and Nishii [21] obtained the characteristic polynomial of the 
information matrix of an s”-BFF design of resolution VP,*, in particular, when 
p=q =s- 1, it is of resolution V. Thus the author believes that the ANOVA and the 
testing of hypotheses of an s”-BFF design of resolution V can be obtained by using 
a method similar to that used for a 3”-BFF design of resolution V, as shown in 
Section 4.3. 
Problem 5.1. Using the algebraic structure, construct the ANOVA table of an s”-BFF 
design of resolution V derived from a BA(N, m, s, 4; (~ioil ,.. i,_ ,}) and obtain the test 
statistics for the nested procedure as in Section 4.3. 
Let Hk(P< i < 1, 0 </3 Q 1) be the hypotheses given in Section 3.3. Then one 
method for testing Hi”’ against Kfp would be to accept the hypothesis if each 
of the (1-i+ 1) hypotheses H$ (i < k < 1) against Kf, is accepted separately. 
In an experimental design, the orthogonality of a design relative to a general linear 
model and linear hypotheses Hk, . . . , Hd was studied by several authors (e.g., Darroch 
and Silvey [4]). For a 3”-BFF design of resolution V, we can consider the testing 
hypotheses as above. 
Problem 5.2. Find a necessary and sufficient condition for a 2”-BFF design of 
resolution 21+ 1 to be orthogonal relative to a general model and linear hypotheses 
Hb,... ,Hb (/?<i<l, O<p<l). 
Problem 5.3. Find a necessary and sufficient condition for a 3”-BFF design of 
resolution V to be orthogonal relative to a general model and linear hypotheses 
“5 H o ,..., ii; (ii: ,..., E?i or E?; ,..., fi>). 
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